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Since 1994 the Institute for Transuranium Elements has been involved with the examination
of cases of illegal trafficking in nuclear materials, and to date over twenty-five samples have
been investigated. In many of the cases the material was relatively easy to identify since it
consisted of unirradiated UO2 fuel pellets, with characteristic dimensions and form which
could be compared directly with information contained in the Institute's database of
commercial fuel.

However several of the seized illegal samples were in powder form, or contaminated samples
of other materials, and these required a more detailed investigation. Three cases which
represent different aspects of the Nuclear Forensic Science investigations will be presented.
These are:

1. A mixture of plutonium and uranium oxide powders confiscated at Munich
airport.

2. A quantity of high weapons grade plutonium metal found by chance in a garage
on the German-Swiss border, also in 1994.

3. Stainless steel scrap contaminated with enriched uranium, detected in a scrap
metal yard in Karlsruhe in 1997.

A description of these cases will be given along with the methods used in the investigations.

1. The mixture of plutonium and uranium oxide powders

In 1994 a suspect suitcase was seized by officials at Munich airport following its arrival on a
commercial flight from Moscow. The case was delivered to the Institute and after checking
for conventional explosive devices was opened and found to contain, among other articles, a
sealed package containing several hundred grams of a radioactive powder. An initial
chemical analysis showed this to consist of a mixture of plutonium and uranium oxides, but
only an average isotopic fingerprint could be determined by thermal ionisation mass
spectrometry (TIMS), which was not attributable to a known source.

A further examination by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) showed that the powder was a
mixture of three distinct components, which could be identified as follows:

• PuO2 in the form of small flat platelets with an average side length of 3.4 um,
forming the largest fraction of the sample. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) showed these platelets to have an unusually small PuO2 grain size.

• PuO2 particles with a rod-shaped form, with an average diameter of 8.8 um and
lengths varying from 25 u to 75 um, with a characteristic fibrous structure.

• U3O8 particles with a very characteristic form, that of shoit rod-shaped particles,
with an average length of 46 um and a constant hexagonal cross section with a
hexagon side of 12.0 um.
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It was possible to separate out individual particles using a micromanipulator for examination
by TIMS, and separate isotopic fingerprints could be established for the different components.
The morphology of the particles cannot be attributed to any commercial process in the
European Union.

The concept of the "Microstructural Fingerprint", developed in the Institute, could be used to
exclude certain processes as the source of the material. This microstructural fingerprint is a
collection of data on particle size and particle size distribution, grain size and grain size
distribution, porosity, dislocation density and character and other microstructural features
characteristic of a specific sample.

2. Weapons grade plutonium metal

A small lead cylinder was found by police during a house search in a village close to the
German-Swiss border in 1994. Inside this container was a glass bottle which, when opened in
the Institute, was found to contain a quantity of powder including several grams of metallic
plutonium. This was mixed with several other substances containing antimony, mercury and
iodine.

The plutonium metal was analysed by TIMS and proved to be high weapons-grade material
with a 239Pu content of 99.7 wt. %. Analysis in the TEM showed that the plutonium was Ga-
stabilised delta phase, which is the form used in the production of nuclear weapons.

The presence of the other elements led to speculation that the sample contained so-called
"Red Mercury". Several compounds containing antimony, mercury, iodine and plutonium
were identified by electron diffraction and energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX), but none
of these corresponded to the formula Sb2Hg2C>7 which is normally attributed to this substance

3. Contaminated scrap metal

Two empty stainless steel containers triggered radiation detectors at a scrap metal yard in the
harbour on the river Rhine in Karlsruhe. Swipe tests were taken from the inner surfaces of the
cylinders and proved to be alpha active.

This case differed from the first two in that whereas in the first two cases ample material was
available for analysis, the swipe tests revealed only a relatively low level of activity and the
primary difficulty was the location and identification of the responsible particles.

The swipe tests were examined by in the SEM using EDX and uranium-containing particles
were identified in the size range 2.5 um to 9.0 um, but with a very low surface density of 12
cm"2. The particles were identified as UO2.

After identification of the particle positions in the SEM the sample was transferred to the
secondary ion mass spectrometer (SIMS) where they were found to be enriched up to 90% in
235U.

From the shape of the stainless steel containers, the composition of the steel and the presence
of highly enriched uranium it could be deduced that the scrap metal came from an assembly
for a test irradiation in a small fast-breeder reactor, such as the BN10 in Obninsk.
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The trafficking in contaminated scrap metal is likely to be one of the foremost problems in the
field of nuclear forensic science in the future.

In addition to TIMS and SIMS the Institute has electron microscopes which have been
modified for working with contaminated samples. The transmission electron microscope, a
Hitachi H700, is connected directly via the specimen entry port to a glovebox chain, and has
facilities for EDX and SEM. The scanning electron microscope, a Philips XL40, has the
complete column and vacuum system mounted inside a glovebox. This is also equipped with
EDX and has a "Gunshots Residue Programme" for the automatic identification and location
of specific types of particle.
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